A Point of View

The Secret to Becoming Customer Centric:
Analytics-driven Customer Engagement in the
Retail Industry
Abstract
With retail customers providing information about themselves through various channels of communication, retailers are amassing
large volumes of data that can be mined for business insights. Success hinges on providing real time interaction and information to
customers, tailored to their preferences. To achieve this, retailers need access to customer-centric information technology solutions
that can analyze the wealth of available customer data and deliver connected shopping experiences.
The proposed framework for digital transformation in the retail industry, explored in this paper, highlights the importance of three
major digital transformation imperatives: Delivering compelling customer experiences, driving operational efficiency and
maximizing store and product profitability. Keeping in mind these requirements, the framework offers ways to ensure sustainable
customer-brand engagement.

Introduction: Delivering Customer Centricity through Real-Time Insights and Seamless Integration
across Channels
Every retailer maintains that they cater to their customer's expectations by providing
personalized services. In reality, however, only a few forward-looking companies clearly 'get'
the message and deliver a seamless experience based on data-driven insights. This requires
an effective omni-channel strategy that engages customers with relevant and timely
information, providing the right offer at the right place and at the right time. Lately, the 'right
time' has become synonymous with services offered in real time. Retailers are recognizing
the need to respond to the dynamic shifts in customer preferences or behavior through
omni-channel marketing. This would not only enable greater customer centricity—by
allowing consumers to interact with brands on their own terms and make the best decision
possible—but also drive higher customer retention.

Digitally-aware consumers treat
each channel of communication,
provided by retailers, as an
extension of the entire brand
experience. The tacit expectation is
that retailers would recognize
consumers, attend to their
individual requirements, and
provide superior service irrespective
of the method, medium, time or
location of their purchase.

One of the major challenges in delivering an omni-channel value proposition is creating a
unified view of customers that allows retailers to develop unique, engaging and highly
personalized brand experiences. A 'single version of the truth' that analyzes customer trends
immediately, across online, in-store and other retailing channels, remains elusive to many
successful brands. In the absence of this information, retailers cannot build a 360o view of
each customer which requires incorporating multiple dimensions of each buyer. Data gathered across channels is not aggregated;
integration issues constantly constrain retailers; and organizational silos still impact coordination.

Eliminating the barriers to data integration and developing predictive and prescriptive insights from analytics lets retailers identify,
track and understand their customers at a deeper, more personal level. Retailers can use insights from analytics to drive engaging
customer experiences, while directing traffic to lower cost channels. The key is to increase relevance which in turn will increase
engagement while simultaneously raising revenues at lower costs. Greater insights enabled by smart data integration can
differentiate current 'me too' loyalty programs, take social customer relationships to the next level, and create a first mover
advantage in the emerging area of location-based marketing.
This paper explores the current retail environment and underscores the need for data and insight-driven customer centricity as the
new mandate. The paper also builds the case for digital transformation, highlights examples of successful initiatives, and offers a
roadmap with suggestions for how to start the journey.

Changing Consumer Expectations and Evolving Customer Experiences
There is intense price-based competition among retailers to attract consumers' attention.
Consumers expect personalized services and products—all delivered consistently and
Smarter use of analytics can provide a
immediately across multiple touch points—at the lowest possible price. However, in the race
rich understanding of each customer's
for a seamless omni-channel experience, brands struggle to synchronize their multiple
needs, behavior and buying patterns,
channels. Many retailers simply drop the hand-off between touch points, or worse, do not
and level of influence.
make the connection at all. The result is a lack of a single view of customers, and frustration
when the retailer fails to identify shoppers who have interacted across multiple channels. To
create a truly seamless and consistent brand experience, retailers must leverage the
information they gather across channels and the customer lifecycle to recognize patterns and trends. These insights enable them to deliver
relevant, personalized offers and convert shopping experiences into sales.

Creating a 360º View of Customers
Successful retailers have created a 360º view of customers by implementing a single,
integrated analysis of all activity, and tracking every interaction across channels. By
compiling, tabulating and studying data from different sources, organizations can develop a
comprehensive view of each unique customer and apply predictive analytics to gain greater
business insight. The customer data is assimilated from a variety of sources - web, social,
point-of-sale, call center, public sources, and ecommerce portals -in structured and
unstructured format.

With a 360º view of customers, retailers
can predict future behaviors and
desires, quickly act on these insights at
every touch point, and deliver relevant
offers to make the sale.

A 360º view also provides retailers with effective engagement strategies to combat
challenges brought about by the explosive growth on online shopping, including 'showrooming'. Many retailers now observe that customers
visit stores only to see and feel products, later completing their purchases online. A recent survey found that 40 percent of U.S. smart phone
owners admit to checking out a product in-store and then buying it online¹. Showrooming can impact the bottom line if retailers do not have
a strategy to integrate their online and in-store sales experience. The same survey found that brick-and-mortar stores may lose nearly one in
ten customers to showrooming.
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Figure 1: The Road to Customer Centricity

[1] Gallup Economy, “Showrooming” Affecting US Retail Sales, November, 2013, http://www.gallup.com/poll/165989/showrooming-affecting-retail-sales.aspx
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Consumers become aware of select products and brands through social media and their peer communities. Monitoring social channels and
web browsing allows retailers to engage early in their customer's awareness and research process. Customers use the same channels in the
evaluation process too, giving retailers more opportunities for active engagement. Once customers enter the purchase process, they may
need help with things like executing the transaction, determining a size, or choosing a delivery option. Having a 360o view at this stage can
dramatically impact the positive (or negative) advocacy for any particular brand. Understanding the customer involves knowing what they
value, how they behave, and their purchase patterns. This allows retailers to establish brand relationships that reduce the perceived need to
comparison shop based on price alone.

The Case for Digital Transformation
The following section provides a brief update on the evolving retail landscape:
n

Social media

Social media helps retailers reach more customers, enhance the shopping experience, spur
sales, and research consumer needs. In addition to solidifying their relationships with existing
customers, retailers increasingly use social media to attract new buyers. KPMG reported that
71 percent of retailers believe social media is a key technology trend, and has impacted
business significantly.²
n

Mobile commerce

The influx of smart phones that has driven mobile commerce's meteoric rise is a good
example of how rapidly customer relationships can evolve. Mobile commerce activity now
accounts for 19 percent of U.S. ecommerce sales and is expected to account for nearly 25
percent by 2016, propelled by the rapid adoption of tablets and smart phones as shopping
devices.³

Perhaps there is no other industry
with more experience in digital
transformation and a more thorough
understanding of the emergence of
digital consumers than retail. Even so,
the latest technologies continue to
have a transformative impact on the
industry and have fundamentally
altered how retailers engage with
their clients to create customer
centricity.

Using mobile capabilities also allows retailers to provide better, more personalized services. For example, companies leverage customer data
to match preferences for mobile offers, and in-store sales associates can check availability and locate products for customers in real time.
n

In-store technologies

Emerging personalized location-based services and positioning technologies provide innovative capabilities to brick-and-mortar retailers,
rivaling those available online. Retailers can track and analyze consumers' physical movements in the store with unprecedented detail. By
estimating shopper locations within a few feet of store displays, companies can trigger immediate special offers and mobile coupons for
customers who have opted-in and expressed their preferences. Juniper Research predicts that mobile coupon users will reach $1 billion by
2017, up from an estimated $562 million in 2014.⁴
n

Analytics

Retailers use customer analytics to obtain deeper insights on preferences that can impact all areas of product management, allowing more
informed decisions on pricing, marketing, inventory and supply chain management (SCM), and other areas. Analytics help retailers study
transactions, footfalls, waiting times, personalized services, and website performance. It also helps determine how to best segment their
most valuable customers.
n

Cloud-based services

Cloud-based solutions make data available in real time for action and bridge the gap between the digital and physical retail environments.
Cloud ensures the availability of real time data across channels to enable decision-making throughout the retail enterprise—from the C-Suite
to the sales floor. Real time analytics allow management teams to spot sales trends as transactions occur. The management can immediately
identify and respond to traffic patterns in real time and view conversion rates at the product level.
Forward-thinking retailers from around the world provide innovative examples of digital transformation initiatives to enhance customer
value and experience, improve operational efficiencies, and maximize product profitability:
[2] PR Newswire, Retailers Ready To Spend On Expansion Technology, Branding, For Growth in 2013: KPMG Survey,June 2013, http://www.prnewswire.com/newsreleases/retailers-ready-to-spend-on-expansion-technology-branding-for-growth-in-2013-kpmg-survey-211809481.html
[3] eMarketer, Tablets, Smartphones Drive Mobile Commerce to Record Heights, January 2013,http://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/emarketer-tabletssmartphones-drive-mobile-commerce-record-heights/
[4] Juniper Research, Mobile Coupon Users to Pass 1 Billion by 2019, Juniper Research Finds, July 2014, http://www.juniperresearch.com/viewpressrelease.php?pr=466
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Customer Value and Experience
n

My Starbucks Rewards program combines mobile payments technology with a loyalty program and currently has about 9 million
members worldwide. The program accounts for roughly 10 percent of U.S. revenue and users generate $3 million worth in card
transactions per week. New mobile users embrace the experience which enables them to track their loyalty status in an interactive and
engaging way directly on their mobile device.⁵

n

The introduction of Amazon's Fire Phone takes the online retailer a step closer to disrupting the traditional retail store model. Although
the smart phone lacks some features provided by leading manufacturers, it offers a compelling experience. Amazon optimizes its device
for commerce with its own app store, cloud storage, streaming video content, and streaming music service. Amazon's Mayday support
also provides live on-device video support. Over time, the Mayday support likely will evolve into a 24x7 shopping assistant to help guide
customers and provide an enhanced shopping experience, all within the Amazon ecosystem. When combined with its plans for same day
delivery, Amazon will challenge big box stores and specialty retailers alike.

Operating Efficiency
n

Macy's has started to use its stores as fulfillment centers to ship items faster to customers who purchase online. The move accelerates the
retailer's transition to an online retailer with its brick-and-mortar locations becoming showrooms and pick-up locations. Macy's push into
omni-channel provides faster delivery of merchandise while leveraging existing store personnel.

Maximizing Product and Store Profitability
n

Procter & Gamble uses data visualization as a primary analytics tool for its 50,000 employees. The company's 'Decision Cockpit' has
institutionalized data visualization as a key management tool. Heat maps show where P&G's products stand in their respective market
and help brand managers quickly understand the competitive landscape, which also drives smarter and quicker business decisions. P&G
also shares data formats and displays these across the organization to provide global consistency. The system incorporates a set of
'business efficiency models' that specify what information is used to address a problem domain, i.e. SCM issues. ⁶

These brief anecdotes highlight the impact and potential of the digital revolution in the retail industry. However, despite the clear need for
change, many enterprise executives maintain that developing and implementing a successful
digital strategy still remains a challenge. In fact, while 74 percent of companies have a digital
strategy in place, only one-third of executives believe that their approach is correct, and less
Done right, customer centricity drives
than one in six executives believe in the adequacy of the firm's skills and competencies. 
new growth opportunities and
Enabling a strategy for creating new customer experiences, driving operational efficiencies,
operating efficiencies that can
or maximizing profitability requires keen insights, at both the customer and business level.
increase the bottom line. Whether
The challenge for retailers is to find the right kind of initiatives that would facilitate this
retailers are optimizing processes to
transformation, followed by developing actionable insights from the data collected through
ensure better service, eliminating
point-of-sale devices, ecommerce portals and websites, social media and other sources.
organizational silos, or lowering data
Innovative digital transformation can help retailers develop solutions to create compelling
and infrastructure costs, all these
offers that engage customers, drive loyalty and optimize cost effective channels.
initiatives can usher in significant
transformation and create a deep
Retailers have multiple options regarding what, where, how and when they can start their
financial impact.
digital transformation initiatives, which can make the task seem daunting. It is important for
companies to choose the right partner that understands the intricacies of their business,
including how to leverage existing assets to develop the best strategic plan to move forward.

[5] Starbucks Financial Release, Starbucks Introduces Innovative Cross-Channel, Multi-Brand Loyalty Program and Announces Global Social Impact Initiatives at Annual
Meeting of Shareholders, March 2013 http://investor.starbucks.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=99518&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1798475
[6] Harvard Business Review (HBR) Blog Network, April 2013, How P&G Presents Data to Decision-Makers,http://blogs.hbr.org/2013/04/how-p-and-g-presents-data/
[7] Forrester Research, The Future of Business is Digital, March 2014
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Getting Started with Digital Transformation
Digital transformation is not a one-size-fits-all proposition, and it should not overwhelm the organization with an overly complex and
expensive approach. Consultants and media tend to over-hype digital transformation, creating confusion about the necessary technology or
specific solution needed to ensure a smooth beginning to ensure a smooth beginning. Every organization has its unique set of resource
constraints defined by its infrastructure, processes, talent and financial resources.
Despite the differences among retailers in terms of their maturity, readiness and other constraints, establishing customer centricity is a
common theme driving digital transformation imperatives. The three critical considerations for successful initiatives are:
1. Developing compelling customer experiences,
2. Optimizing operating costs, and
3. Maximizing product and store profitability.
We have found that optimal results come from a measured approach to transformation. Based on each retailer's individual business
imperatives, a Digital Transformation Framework can be used to determine where the company is positioned and how it can help achieve its
digital transformation objectives. Linking business outcomes directly to solution capabilities and associated investment enables retail
executives to visualize the direct impact of transformation initiatives on key metrics.
These transformation imperatives serve as the starting point, and are generally mapped to business outcomes to track them with operating
metrics. In our experience, executives leading successful transformation initiatives have a laser focus on improving a few core business
metrics. Communicating early successes effectively can jumpstart follow-on initiatives across the organization and help build momentum.
In the proposed framework outlined in Figure 2, the key leverage points are the foundational
capabilities that support processes and provide the building blocks for new functionalities.
Having a 360° customer view enables marketing executives to deliver more effective
campaigns and implement personalized services. The same holistic capability is essential in
creating an omni-channel experience.

Bridging the gap between an
organization's current digital maturity
and its future aspirations requires a
roadmap that balances customer
centricity with risk and return on
investment (ROI).

The glue needed to bind digital transformation initiatives are the organization's governance,
business processes and specialized skills. Successful retailers have established internal digital
transformation organizations to create strategies for new customer services and various ways
to monetize data. Effective governance requires buy-in across all levels of the company with
fully-engaged process owners to lead integration across the organization. Employees may also need new skills to configure and put into
operation the required solutions.

Achieving transformation targets requires a strategy that considers the organization's current positioning or 'digital maturity'. A retailer's
digital maturity is simply a baseline that describes its progress towards transformation. Some companies may be more advanced in specific
areas but lag in others based on their business needs and priorities.
Based on a maturity analysis, retailers can use those insights to determine focus areas or make trade-offs to achieve its transformation
objectives. In summary, a pragmatic approach to digital transformation entails five straightforward steps:
1. Assess your current digital capabilities – Where are you today?
2. Determine your company's digital aspirations and compare – What are the gaps between your current and desired digital transformation
capabilities?
3. Prioritize key focus areas based on impact – Where should you take action?
4. Estimate benefits and cost savings – What is the potential financial impact??
5. Conduct a Return on Investment analysis – What is the potential payback on each initiative?
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Figure 2: Digital Transformation Framework for Retail

Conclusion
Ensuring customer centricity is no longer a matter of choice for retailers, as they must remain committed to their endeavor of improving
customer-brand engagement. Attracting and sustaining consumers' attention does not rest solely on the products being sold, no matter
what the price or the accompanying services offered. Successful retailers are embracing digital technologies to create a competitive
advantage for themselves, and to redefine customer relationships. They are applying analytics to gain greater insights on customer behavior
and thereby improving operational efficiencies. New omni-channel experiences allow seamless integration of access options, creating new
customer experiences that take advantage of the most cost-effective means of service delivery.
Retailers have a variety of choices for partnerships to support their digital transformation initiatives. While broad-based technology
platforms can be implemented, they can also be cost prohibitive and time consuming to deploy, while other vendors offer narrow, nonintegrated point solutions that focus only on isolated issues or require further integration with platforms and additional niche products.
Instead, companies require fully integrated and modular software and solutions that are specifically tailored for the retail industry. By
understanding the evolving needs of customers—facilitated by robust and reliable solutions—retail executives can focus on customer
centricity, and have meaningful exchanges that generate significant business insights.
There is no single right answer to the question of determining the correct path to digital transformation. The marketing and operations
organizations for a given retailer may start at different maturity levels based on competitive position, resources, risk profile, aspirations and
many other factors. The retailer's digital maturity levels form the base used to determine the impact various transformation initiatives will
have on their business.
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About TCS' Digital Software & Solutions Group
With the rapidly growing influence of new digital technologies, embedding digital transformation in the
company strategy has arisen as a key objective across industries. Recognizing this, TCS offers a
comprehensive portfolio of software and solutions that helps enterprises leverage these emerging digital
technologies to their fullest competitive advantage.
Developed by industry experts, our fully integrated licensed software and solutions are configured to
address our clients’ specific business pain points within their industry context. Our modular solutions help
organizations more effectively respond to the rate of technology change and extend the influence of digital
technologies to transform the business landscape.
As a result, our clients can attract and build lifelong relationships with their customers, even as they reduce
operational costs across the customer experience and digital commerce cycle. With TCS as a strategic
partner, enterprises are empowered to respond with agility to the changing digital environment, achieving
certainty in an increasingly uncertain digital world.

Contact
For more information about TCS’ Digital Software & Solutions Group visit:
http://www.tcs.com/Digital-Software-Solutions/Pages/default.aspx
Email: tcs.dssg@tcs.com
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delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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